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Annex A: Operation Procedure Document
Operation Procedure Document: Shaft 1
Step Quantity Aux. Tools Quantity Principle Tools Quantity Measurement
1 - - 1 Saw 1 Calipper
Auxillary Tools , Principle Tools and Measurement Tools
Modification: Effective:
1.Cut the raw material ( Cylindrical Bar Dia 73 mm.) to be a short bar with the  length 175.75 mm.
  (+1 , -0  mm tolerance)
Machine: Manual Saw                          No.:                           
Description of Phase
Date: 28/02/07 Heat Treatment: Normal 10
At: Department: Manual Machine Page:
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Part: Shaft No.1 Part No: 001-01
Prepare By:Sarawut Material: Steel 16 Mn Cr 5    Rt = 600 N/mm^2 Phase No:
1/1
1
Step Quantity Aux. Tools Quantity Principle Tools Quantity Measurement
1 1 MSKNR/L-124B 1 SNMG120408E-3G (Stellram) 1 Calipper
2 - - 1 Garant 111050A - -
Auxillary Tools , Principle Tools and Measurement Tools
Modification: Effective:
Fix the raw part at one end by fixing plate with hard jaws of CNC Lathe Machine.
1.Take out front material 1.5 mm. to have the new distance 174.25 mm. ( +1 -0 mm. tolerance)
2. Drill a hole Dia.10 mm angle 60 degree and deep 10.6 mm. for tail stock support.
Machine: CNC Lathe                           No.:                           
Description of Phase
Date: 28/02/07 Heat Treatment: Normal 20
At: Department: Lathe Page:
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Part: Shaft No.1 Part No: 001-01





Step Quantity Aux. Tools Quantity Principle Tools Quantity Measurement
1 1 MSKNR/L-124B 1 SNMG120408E-3G (Stellram) 1 Calipper
2 - - 1 Garant 111050A - -
Auxillary Tools , Principle Tools and Measurement Tools
Modification: Effective:
Fix the raw part at another end by fixing plate with hard jaws of CNC Lathe Machine.
1.Take out front material 1.5 mm. of the other side to have the new distance 172.75 mm. 
2. Drill a hole Dia.10 mm angle 60 degree and deep 10.6 mm. for tail stock support.
Machine: CNC Lathe                           No.:                           
Description of Phase
Date: 28/02/07 Heat Treatment: Normal 30
At: Department: Lathe Page:
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Part: Shaft No.2 Part No: 001-01





4.Groove width 7 mm. deep 2 mm. and make chamfer with angle 30 degree
Step Quantity Aux. Tools Quantity Principle Tools Quantity Measurement
1 1 MSKNR/L-124B 1 SNMG120408E-3G(Stellram) - -
1 1 MSKNL/L-124B 1 SNMG120408E-3G(Stellram) - -
2 1 MDJNR/L-124B 1 DNMG150408E-3G(Stellram) 1 caliper
2 1 MDJNL/L-124B 1 DNMG150408E-3G(Stellram) 1 caliper
3 1 KGML2525M-6T30 1 GMM6020-30R (Kyocera) - -
4 1 KKCL 1212M-2-150F 1 KCG2094L (Kyocera) 1 caliper
5 1 KTGFRL1010K-16F 1 TGF32R130 (Kyocera) 1 caliper
5.Groove width 1.3 mm. (+0 , -0.21 tolerance) and deep 1 mm. 
Auxillary Tools , Principle Tools and Measurement Tools
Modification: Effective:
Fix the raw part by Fixing plate with hard jaws of CNC Lathe Machine
1.Rough machining of part with 3mm. excess material in diameter. And 1.5 mm excess material in length.
2.Finishing of the part.
3.Curve Grooving R 3 mm. 
Machine: CNC Lathe                           No.:                           
Description of Phase
Date: 28/02/07 Heat Treatment: Normal 40
At: Department: Lathe Page:
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Part: Shaft No.1 Part No: 001-01
Prepare By:Sarawut Material: Steel 16 Mn Cr 5    Rt = 600 N/mm^2 Phase No:
1/3
1
Machine: CNC Lathe                           No.:                           
Description of Phase
Date: 28/02/07 Heat Treatment: Normal 40
At: Department: Lathe Page:
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Part: Shaft No.1 Part No: 001-01




Verification point Verification point
Description of Phase
At: Department: Lathe Page:
Machine: CNC Lathe                           No.:                           
Prepare By:Sarawut Material: Steel 16 Mn Cr 5    Rt = 600 N/mm^2 Phase No:
Date: 28/02/07 Heat Treatment: Normal 40
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE





Step Quantity Aux. Tools Quantity Principle Tools Quantity Measurement
1 1 holder for Garant 1 Garant gear shape milling 1 special tool
milling tool according to DIN 5480
Auxillary Tools , Principle Tools and Measurement Tools
Modification: Effective:
Fix the raw part by Index Plate with soft jaws of CNC Milling Machine
1.Groove section C-C
Machine: CNC Milling                          No.:                           
Description of Phase
Date: 28/02/07 Heat Treatment: Normal 50
At: Department: Milling Page:
Part: Shaft No.1 Part No: 001-01
Prepare By:Sarawut Material: Steel 16 Mn Cr 5    Rt = 600 N/mm^2 Phase No:




Step Quantity Aux. Tools Quantity Principle Tools Quantity Measurement
1 - - 1 Garant drill 113260 1 Calipper
2 - - 1 Garant Mandrel Drill 163500 1 Calipper
3 - - 1 Garant gear shape milling 1 special tool
Modification: Effective:
Auxillary Tools , Principle Tools and Measurement Tools
Fix the raw by Index Plate with soft jaws of CNC Milling Machine.
1.Drill 3 holes Dia 5 deep 10 mm. with angle 120 degree between each hole at section B-B
2.Drill 3 holes Dia 8 h7 with Mandrel Drill deep 10 mm. at section B-B to obtain better precision
3.Groove section A-A
Machine: CNC Milling                          No.:                           
Description of Phase
Date: 28/02/07 Heat Treatment: Normal 60
At: Department: Milling Page:
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Part: Shaft No.1 Part No: 001-01







At: Department: Milling Page:
Machine: CNC Milling                           No.:                           
Prepare By:Sarawut Material: Steel 16 Mn Cr 5    Rt = 600 N/mm^2 Phase No:
Date: 28/02/07 Heat Treatment: Normal 60
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE




Step Quantity Aux. Tools Quantity Principle Tools Quantity Measurement
1 - - - Anti-Carburizing Paint - -
Auxillary Tools , Principle Tools and Measurement Tools
Modification: Effective:
1.Paint the groove with an anti-carburizing paint.
Machine:          -                              No.:                           
Description of Phase
Date: 28/02/07 Heat Treatment: Carburizing 70
At: Department: Heat Treatment Page:
Part: Shaft No.1 Part No: 001-01
Prepare By:Sarawut Material: Steel 16 Mn Cr 5    Rt = 600 N/mm^2 Phase No:
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
1/1
1
Step Quantity Aux. Tools Quantity Principle Tools Quantity Measurement
1 - - - Carburizing Oven - -
Auxillary Tools , Principle Tools and Measurement Tools
Modification: Effective:
1.Heat treatment (carburizing and quenching).
Machine: Carburizing Oven                  No.:                          
Description of Phase
Date: 28/02/07 Heat Treatment: Carburizing 80
At: Department: Heat Treatment Page:
Part: Shaft No.1 Part No: 001-01
Prepare By:Sarawut Material: Steel 16 Mn Cr 5    Rt = 600 N/mm^2 Phase No:
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
1/1
1
Step Quantity Aux. Tools Quantity Principle Tools Quantity Measurement
1 - - - - - -
Auxillary Tools , Principle Tools and Measurement Tools
Modification: Effective:
1.Straightening of the shaft after heat treatment
Machine: Press Machine                No.:                           
Description of Phase
Date: 28/02/07 Heat Treatment: Carburizing 90
At: Department: Heat Treatment Page:
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Part: Shaft No.1 Part No: 001-01
Prepare By:Sarawut Material: Steel 16 Mn Cr 5    Rt = 600 N/mm^2 Phase No:
1/1
1
Step Quantity Aux. Tools Quantity Principle Tools Quantity Measurement
1 - - 1 A46K5V 1 Micrometer
2 - - 1 A46K5V 1 Micrometer
Auxillary Tools , Principle Tools and Measurement Tools
Modification: Effective:
Fix the part by axial fix at the end of shaft by Driving Point with soft jaws of Grinding Machine
1.Grinding of Dia 16 h5
2.Grinding of Dia 25 k6
Machine: Manual Grinding Machine       No.:                       
Description of Phase
Date: 28/02/07 Heat Treatment: Normal 100
At: Department: Grinding Page:
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Part: Shaft No.1 Part No: 001-01






Operation Procedure Document: Shaft 2
Step Quantity Aux. Tools Quantity Principle Tools Quantity Measurement
1 - - 1 Saw 1 Caliper
Auxillary Tools , Principle Tools and Measurement Tools
Modification: Effective:
1.Cut the raw material ( Cylindrical Bar Dia 58 mm.) to be a short bar with the  length 140.5 mm.
   (+1 , -0  mm tolerance) 
Machine: Manual Saw                          No.: 1
Description of Phase
Date: 28/02/07 Heat Treatment: Normal 10
At: Department: Manual Machine Page:
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Part: Shaft No.2 Part No: 001-02
Prepare By:Sarawut Material: Steel 16 Mn Cr 5    Rt = 600 N/mm^2 Phase No:
1/1
1
Step Quantity Aux. Tools Quantity Principle Tools Quantity Measurement
1 1 MSKNR/L-124B 1 SNMG120408E-3G (Stellram) 1 Caliper
2 - - 1 Garant 111050A - -
3 - - 1 Garant drill 113260 - -
4 - - 1 Garant Tap 130180 1 Bolt M8x1.25
4. Tap M8 x 1.25 , deep 21 mm
Auxillary Tools , Principle Tools and Measurement Tools
Modification: Effective:
Fix the raw part at one end by fixing plate with hard jaws of CNC Lathe Machine.
1.Take out front material 1.5 mm. to have the new distance 139 mm. ( +1 -0 mm. tolerance)
2. Drill a hole Dia.10 mm angle 60 degree and deep 10.6 mm. for tail stock support.
3. Drill a hole Dia 6.8 mm. , deep 23 mm. to prepare for tapping M8 x 1.25
Machine: CNC Lathe                           No.:                           
Description of Phase
Date: 28/02/07 Heat Treatment: Normal 20
At: Department: Lathe Page:
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Part: Shaft No.2 Part No: 001-02




Machine: CNC Lathe                           No.:                           
Description of Phase
Date: 28/02/07 Heat Treatment: Normal 20
At: Department: Lathe Page:
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Part: Shaft No.2 Part No: 001-02





At: Department: Lathe Page:
Machine: CNC Lathe                           No.:                           
Prepare By:Sarawut Material: Steel 16 Mn Cr 5    Rt = 600 N/mm^2 Phase No:
Date: 28/02/07 Heat Treatment: Normal 20
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE




check the quality of thread
Step Quantity Aux. Tools Quantity Principle Tools Quantity Measurement
1 1 MSKNR/L-124B 1 SNMG120408E-3G (Stellram) 1 Caliper
2 - - 1 Garant 111050A - -
Auxillary Tools , Principle Tools and Measurement Tools
Modification: Effective:
Fix the raw part at another end by fixing plate with hard jaws of CNC Lathe Machine.
1.Take out front material 1.5 mm. of the other side to have the new distance 137.5 mm. 
2. Drill a hole Dia.10 mm angle 60 degree and deep 10.6 mm. for tail stock support.
Machine: CNC Lathe                           No.:                           
Description of Phase
Date: 28/02/07 Heat Treatment: Normal 30
At: Department: Lathe Page:
Part: Shaft No.2 Part No: 001-02
Prepare By:Sarawut Material: Steel 16 Mn Cr 5    Rt = 600 N/mm^2 Phase No:





Step Quantity Aux. Tools Quantity Principle Tools Quantity Measurement
1 1 MSKNR/L-124B 1 SNMG120408E-3G (Stellram) - -
1 1 MSKNL/L-124B 1 SNMG120408E-3G (Stellram) - -
2 1 MDJNR/L-124B 1 DNMG150408E-3G (Stellram) 1 Caliper
2 1 MDJNL/L-124B 1 DNMG150408E-3G (Stellram) 1 Caliper
3 1 GR360121202 1 G217018500 (Stellram) - -
4 1 ERNM1010H11 1 11ER1.5ISO 1 Thread Check
4. Tapping External thread M35 x 1.5 , 
Auxillary Tools , Principle Tools and Measurement Tools
Modification: Effective:
Fix the raw part by Fixing plate with hard jaws of CNC Lathe Machine 
1.Rough machining of part with 3mm. excess material in diameter. And 1.5 mm excess material in length.
2.Finishing of the part.
3. Grooving width 2.25 mm.  
Machine: CNC Lathe                           No.:                           
Description of Phase
Date: 28/02/07 Heat Treatment: Normal 40
At: Department: Lathe Page:
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Part: Shaft No.2 Part No: 001-02
Prepare By:Sarawut Material: Steel 16 Mn Cr 5    Rt = 600 N/mm^2 Phase No:
1/3
1
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Part: Shaft No.2 Part No: 001-02
Prepare By:Sarawut Material: Steel 16 Mn Cr 5    Rt = 600 N/mm^2 Phase No:
Date: 28/02/07 Heat Treatment: Normal 40
At: Department: Lathe Page:








At: Department: Lathe Page:
Machine: CNC Lathe                           No.:                           
Prepare By:Sarawut Material: Steel 16 Mn Cr 5    Rt = 600 N/mm^2 Phase No:
Date: 28/02/07 Heat Treatment: Normal 40
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE




Step Quantity Aux. Tools Quantity Principle Tools Quantity Measurement
1 1 holder for Garant 1 Garant gear shape milling 1 special tool
milling tool according to DIN 5462
Auxillary Tools , Principle Tools and Measurement Tools
Modification: Effective:
Fix the part by Index plate with soft jaws of CNC Lathe Machine
1.Groove section C-C
Machine: CNC Milling                          No.:                           
Description of Phase
Date: 28/02/07 Heat Treatment: Normal 50
At: Department: Milling Page:
Part: Shaft No.2 Part No: 001-02
Prepare By:Sarawut Material: Steel 16 Mn Cr 5    Rt = 600 N/mm^2 Phase No:
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
1/1
1 Verification point
Step Quantity Aux. Tools Quantity Principle Tools Quantity Measurement
1 1 holder for Garant 1 Garant gear shape milling 1 special tool
milling tool according to DIN 5480
2 1 holder for Garant 1 Garant Milling 191080 1 Caliper
milling tool
Auxillary Tools , Principle Tools and Measurement Tools
Modification: Effective:
Fix the part by Index Plate with soft jaws of CNC Milling Machine
1.Groove section B-B
2. Groove section A-A
Machine: CNC Milling                           No.:                           
Description of Phase
Date: 28/02/07 Heat Treatment: Normal 60
At: Department: Milling Page:
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Part: Shaft No.2 Part No: 001-02




Machine: CNC Milling                           No.:                           
Description of Phase
Date: 28/02/07 Heat Treatment: Normal 60
At: Department: Milling Page:
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Part: Shaft No.2 Part No: 001-02




Step Quantity Aux. Tools Quantity Principle Tools Quantity Measurement
1 - - - anti-carburizing paint - -
2 - - 1 Taper head bolt M8x1.25 - -
Auxillary Tools , Principle Tools and Measurement Tools
Modification: Effective:
Description of Phase
1.Paint the external tap ( M35 x 1.5) with an anti-carburizing paint.
2.Cover the internal tap with Taper head Bolt M8 x 1.25
At: Department: Heat Treatment Page:
Machine:          -                              No.:                           
Prepare By:Sarawut Material: Steel 16 Mn Cr 5    Rt = 600 N/mm^2 Phase No:
Date: 28/02/07 Heat Treatment: Carburizing 70
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE




Step Quantity Aux. Tools Quantity Principle Tools Quantity Measurement
1 - - 1 Carburizing Oven - -
Modification: Effective:
1.Heat treatment (carburizing and quenching).
Auxillary Tools , Principle Tools and Measurement Tools
Machine: Carburizing Oven                  No.:                          
Description of Phase
Date: 28/02/07 Heat Treatment: Carburizing 80
At: Department: Heat Treatment Page:
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Part: Shaft No.2 Part No: 001-02
Prepare By:Sarawut Material: Steel 16 Mn Cr 5    Rt = 600 N/mm^2 Phase No:
1/1
1
Step Quantity Aux. Tools Quantity Principle Tools Quantity Measurement
1 - - - - - -
Auxillary Tools , Principle Tools and Measurement Tools
Modification: Effective:
Description of Phase
1.Straightening of the shaft after heat treatment
At: Department: Heat Treatment Page:
Machine:             Press Machine            No.:                         
Prepare By:Sarawut Material: Steel 16 Mn Cr 5    Rt = 600 N/mm^2 Phase No:
Date: 28/02/07 Heat Treatment: Carburizing 90
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Part: Shaft No.2 Part No: 001-02
1/1
1
Step Quantity Aux. Tools Quantity Principle Tools Quantity Measurement
1 - - 1 A46K5V 1 Micrometer
2 - - 1 A46K5V 1 Micrometer
Auxillary Tools , Principle Tools and Measurement Tools
Modification: Effective:
Fix the part  by axial fix at the end of shaft by Driving Point with soft jaws of Grinding Machine
1.Grinding of Dia 25 h5
2.Grinding of Dia 40 k6
Machine: Manual Grinding Machine       No.:                       
Description of Phase
Date: 28/02/07 Heat Treatment: Normal 100
At: Department: Grinding Page:
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Part: Shaft No.2 Part No: 001-02






Operation Procedure Document: Casing
Step Quantity Aux. Tools Quantity Principle Tools Quantity Measurement
Auxillary Tools , Principle Tools and Measurement Tools
Modification: Effective:
1.Get raw material from casting process. The dimension is shown in the figure
Machine:                                         No.:                           
Description of Phase
Date: 16/03/07 Heat Treatment: Normal 10
At: Department: Manual Machine Page:
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Part: Casing Part No: 003-01
Prepare By:Sarawut Material: UNE 38212L-212       Rt = 250  N/mm^2 Phase No:
1/1
1
Step Quantity Aux. Tools Quantity Principle Tools Quantity Measurement
1 - - 1 Garant 181000 30x30 mm. 1 Calipper
2 - - 1 Drill Garant 113260 Dia 5 mm - -
3 - - 1 Tap Garant 131130 M6 x 1 - -
4 - - 1 Drill Garant 113260 Dia 6 mm - -
5 - - 1 Garant 191200 Dia 10 mm. 1 Calipper
Modification: Effective:
4.Drill 2 holes Dia. 6 mm. (+0.25, +0.1 tolerance) deep 15 mm. 
5.Fine machining 3 holes to get Dia. 32 H7 and mill flat surface deep 1 mm. to have the thickness 5 mm.  
Auxillary Tools , Principle Tools and Measurement Tools
Fix the raw part horizontally  with fixing clamp of CNC Milling Machine.
1.Mill flat surface with cutting depth 1.5 mm. 
2.Drill 14 holes Dia. 5 mm. deep 25 mm.
3.Tap M6 deep 18 mm. 14 positions 
Machine:  CNC Milling Machine                  No.:                    
Description of Phase
Date: 16/03/07 Heat Treatment: Normal 20
At: Department: Milling Page:
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Part: Casing Part No: 003-01





At: Department: Milling Page:
Machine:  CNC Milling Machine                  No.:                    
Prepare By:Sarawut Material: UNE 38212L-212       Rt = 250  N/mm^2 Phase No:
Date: 16/03/07 Heat Treatment: Normal 20
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Part: Casing Part No: 003-01
2/4
2
3 Verification point(Random Check)
Verification point
(Random Check)
Machine:  CNC Milling Machine           No.:                           
Description of Phase
Date: 16/03/07 Heat Treatment: Normal 20
At: Department: Milling Page:
Part: Casing Part No: 003-01
Prepare By:Sarawut Material: UNE 38212L-212       Rt = 250  N/mm^2 Phase No:





At: Department: Milling Page:
Machine:  CNC Milling Machine           No.:                           
Prepare By:Sarawut Material: UNE 38212L-212       Rt = 250  N/mm^2 Phase No:
Date: 16/03/07 Heat Treatment: Normal 20
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE






Step Quantity Aux. Tools Quantity Principle Tools Quantity Measurement
1 - - 1 Garant 191200 Dia 10 mm. - -
2 - - 1 Garant 191200 Dia 10 mm. - -
3 - - 1 Drill Garant 113260 Dia 14
Auxillary Tools , Principle Tools and Measurement Tools
Modification: Effective:
Turn the part up side down and fix the raw part horizontally  with fixing clamp of CNC Milling Machine.
1.Mill flat surface 1.5 mm. around and above the external dia. 83 mm.
2.Fine machining a hole to get internal dia. 70 H11 mm. and external dia. 80 g6 mm.   
3.Drill 4 holes Dia. 14 mm. through the part 
Machine:  CNC Milling Machine                  No.:                    
Description of Phase
Date: 16/03/07 Heat Treatment: Normal 30
At: Department: Milling Page:
Part: Casing Part No: 003-01
Prepare By:Sarawut Material: UNE 38212L-212       Rt = 250  N/mm^2 Phase No:




At: Department: Milling Page:
Machine:  CNC Milling Machine                  No.:                    
Part No: 003-01
Date: 16/03/07 Heat Treatment: Normal 30
Prepare By:Sarawut Material: UNE 38212L-212       Rt = 250  N/mm^2 Phase No:






Step Quantity Aux. Tools Quantity Principle Tools Quantity Measurement
1 - - 1 Drill Garant 113260 Dia13mm - -
2 - - 1 Drill Garant 113260 Dia14mm - -
3 1  Q-Cut 151.3 1 CoroCut T-Max 4G - -
4 - - 1 Garant 113260  Dia.8.5 mm - -
5 - - 1 Tap M10x1.5 Garant 131130 - -
4.Drill a hole dia. 8.5 mm. through the part
5.Tap M10x1.5  through the part. 
Auxillary Tools , Principle Tools and Measurement Tools
Modification: Effective:
Fix the raw part vertically  with fixing clamp of CNC Milling Machine which can rotate 90 degree.
1.Drill a hole Dia. 13 mm. trough the part
2.Drill at the same hole with dia. 14 H7 mm. deep 12 mm.
3.Back boring to have diameter 22 mm.
Machine:  CNC Milling Machine                  No.:                    
Description of Phase
Date: 16/03/07 Heat Treatment: Normal 40
At: Department: Milling Page:
Part: Casing Part No: 003-01
Prepare By:Sarawut Material: UNE 38212L-212       Rt = 250  N/mm^2 Phase No:
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
1/4
1
Machine:  CNC Milling Machine                  No.:                    
Description of Phase
Date: 16/03/07 Heat Treatment: Normal 40
At: Department: Milling Page:
Part: Casing Part No: 003-01
Prepare By:Sarawut Material: UNE 38212L-212       Rt = 250  N/mm^2 Phase No:





At: Department: Milling Page:
Machine:  CNC Milling Machine                  No.:                    
Prepare By:Sarawut Material: UNE 38212L-212       Rt = 250  N/mm^2 Phase No:
Date: 16/03/07 Heat Treatment: Normal 40
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Part: Casing Part No: 003-01
4
3/4
Machine:  CNC Milling Machine                  No.:                    
Description of Phase
Date: 16/03/07 Heat Treatment: Normal 40
At: Department: Milling Page:
Part: Casing Part No: 003-01
Prepare By:Sarawut Material: UNE 38212L-212       Rt = 250  N/mm^2 Phase No:
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
4/4
5
Operation Procedure Document: Sliding Part
Step Quantity Aux. Tools Quantity Principle Tools Quantity Measurement
1 - - 1 Saw - -
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Part: Sliding Part Part No: 004-02
Prepare By:Sarawut Material: Bronze UNE C-3112        Rt = 250  N/mm^2 Phase No:
Date: 09/03/07 Heat Treatment: Normal 10
At: Department: Manual Page:
Machine: Manual Saw Machine                  No.:                    
Description of Phase
Prepare raw material by Manual Saw Machine to have the dimension as shown in the drawing




Step Quantity Aux. Tools Quantity Principle Tools Quantity Measurement
1 - - 1 Garant 181000 30x30 mm. 1 Caliper
2 - - 1 Garant 191200 Dia 5 mm. 1 Caliper
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Part: Sliding Part Part No: 004-02
Prepare By:Sarawut Material: Bronze UNE C-3112        Rt = 250  N/mm^2 Phase No:
Date: 09/03/07 Heat Treatment: Normal 20
At: Department: Milling Page:
Machine: CNC Milling Machine                  No.:                     
Description of Phase
Fix the part at both sides horizontally with fixing clamp. 
1.Mill flat surface with cutting depth 1.5 mm. 
2.Finishing machining 





PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Part: Sliding Part Part No: 004-02
Prepare By:Sarawut Material: Bronze UNE C-3112        Rt = 250  N/mm^2 Phase No:
Date: 09/03/07 Heat Treatment: Normal 20
At: Department: Milling Page:




Verification point Verification point
Step Quantity Aux. Tools Quantity Principle Tools Quantity Measurement
1 - - 1 Garant 191200 Dia 5 mm. - -
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Part: Sliding Part Part No: 004-02
Prepare By:Sarawut Material: Bronze UNE C-3112        Rt = 250  N/mm^2 Phase No:
Date: 09/03/07 Heat Treatment: Normal 30
At: Department: Milling Page:
Machine: CNC Milling Machine                  No.:                     
Description of Phase
Change the maching surface to the another face and fix the part at both sides horizontally with clamp 
1.Finishing machining 





Operation Procedure Document: Clutch Fork
Step Quantity Aux. Tools Quantity Principle Tools Quantity Measurement
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Part: Clutch Fork Part No: 004-03
Prepare By:Sarawut Material: Steel 37 Cr 4       Rt = 600  N/mm^2 Phase No:
Date: 16/03/07 Heat Treatment: Normal 10
At: Department: Manual Machine Page:
Machine:                                         No.:                           
Description of Phase
1.Get raw material from forging process. The dimension is shown in the figure




Step Quantity Aux. Tools Quantity Principle Tools Quantity Measurement
1 - - 1 Garant 191080 Dia 10 mm. 1 Calipper
2 - - 1 Drill Garant 113260 Dia 3.3 1 Calipper
3 - - 1 Tap Garant 131130 M4x0.7 - -
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Part: Clutch Fork Part No: 004-03
Prepare By:Sarawut Material: Steel 37 Cr 4       Rt = 600  N/mm^2 Phase No:
Date: 16/03/07 Heat Treatment: Normal 20
At: Department: Milling Page:
Machine: CNC Milling Machine                No.:                       
Description of Phase
Fix the raw part horizontally  with fixing clamp of CNC Milling Machine.
1.Take out material at the clutch legs 2 positions deep 0.43 mm., long 15 mm.
2.Drill a hole Dia. 3.3 mm. deep 4.5 mm. (+1, -0 mm. tolerance)
3.Tap M4 deep 4 mm. (+1, -0 mm. tolerance)





PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Part: Clutch Fork Part No: 004-03
Prepare By:Sarawut Material: Steel 37 Cr 4       Rt = 600  N/mm^2 Phase No:
Date: 16/03/07 Heat Treatment: Normal 20
At: Department: Milling Page:






Step Quantity Aux. Tools Quantity Principle Tools Quantity Measurement
1 - - 1 Drill Garant 113260 Dia 8 mm. 1 Calipper
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Part: Clutch Fork Part No: 004-03
Prepare By:Sarawut Material: Steel 37 Cr 4       Rt = 600  N/mm^2 Phase No:
Date: 16/03/07 Heat Treatment: Normal 30
At: Department: Milling Page:
Machine: CNC Milling Machine                No.:                       
Description of Phase
Fix the raw part with the special shape fixing plate, then fix them vertically with the fixing clamp of 
Milling Machine.
1.Drill 2 holes, Dia 8 H11 mm. and Dia. 8 H8 mm. 





Step Quantity Aux. Tools Quantity Principle Tools Quantity Measurement
1 - - 1 Drill Garant 113260 Dia 8 mm. 1 Calipper
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Part: Clutch Fork Part No: 004-03
Prepare By:Sarawut Material: Steel 37 Cr 4       Rt = 600  N/mm^2 Phase No:
Date: 16/03/07 Heat Treatment: Normal 40
At: Department: Milling Page:
Machine: CNC Milling Machine                No.:                       
Description of Phase
Fix the raw part with the special shape fixing plate, then fix them vertically with the fixing clamp of 
Milling Machine.
1.Drill a hole Dia. 8 H8 mm.





Step Quantity Aux. Tools Quantity Principle Tools Quantity Measurement
1 - - 1 Oven - -
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Part: Clutch Fork Part No: 004-03
Prepare By:Sarawut Material: Steel 37 Cr 4       Rt = 600  N/mm^2 Phase No:
Date: 16/03/07 Heat Treatment: Normal 50
At: Department: Heat treatment Page:
Machine:    Oven                            No.:                           
Description of Phase
Heat treatment the part to reach the hardness 46-48 HRC




Operation Procedure Document: Pin
Step Quantity Aux. Tools Quantity Principle Tools Quantity Measurement
1 - - 1 Saw 1 Caliper
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Part: Pin Part No: 004-04
Prepare By:Sarawut Material: Steel 37 Cr 4    Rt = 600  N/mm^2 Phase No:
Date: 08/032/07 Heat Treatment: Normal 10
At: Department: Manual Machine Page:
Machine: Manual Saw                          No.:                           
Description of Phase
1.Cut the raw material ( Cylindrical Bar Dia 12 f6 mm.) to be a short bar with the  length 88 mm.
   (+1 , -0  mm tolerance) 





Step Quantity Aux. Tools Quantity Principle Tools Quantity Measurement
1 1 MSKNR/L-124B 1 SNMG120408E-3G (Stellram) 1 Caliper
2 1 MDJNR/L-124B 1 DNMG150408E-3G (Stellram) 1 Caliper
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Part: Pin Part No: 004-04
Prepare By:Sarawut Material: Steel 37 Cr 4    Rt = 600  N/mm^2 Phase No:
Date: 08/03/07 Heat Treatment: Normal 20
At: Department: Lathe Page:
Machine: CNC Lathe                           No.:                           
Description of Phase
Fix the raw part at one end by fixing plate with hard jaws of CNC Lathe Machine.
1.Take out front material 1.5 mm. to have the new distance 86.5 mm. ( +1 -0 mm. tolerance)
2. Fine machining Dia 8 h7 mm. , length 7.5 mm.







Step Quantity Aux. Tools Quantity Principle Tools Quantity Measurement
1 1 MSKNR/L-124B 1 SNMG120408E-3G (Stellram) 1 Caliper
2 MDJNR/L-124B 1 DNMG150408E-3G (Stellram) 1 Caliper
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Part: Pin Part No: 004-04
Prepare By:Sarawut Material: Steel 37 Cr 4    Rt = 600 N/mm^2 Phase No:
Date: 08/03/07 Heat Treatment: Normal 30
At: Department: Lathe Page:
Machine: CNC Lathe                           No.:                           
Description of Phase
Fix the raw part at another end by fixing plate with soft jaws of CNC Lathe Machine.
1.Take out front material 1.5 mm. of the other side to have the new distance 85 mm. 
2.Fine machining Dia 10 h7 mm. , length 20.5 mm.







Step Quantity Aux. Tools Quantity Principle Tools Quantity Measurement
1 - - 1 Drill Garant 112110 120 degree - -
2 - - 1 Drill Garant 112110 120 degree - -
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Part: Pin Part No: 004-04
Prepare By:Sarawut Material: Steel 37 Cr 4    Rt = 600  N/mm^2 Phase No:
Date: 08/03/07 Heat Treatment: Normal 40
At: Department: Milling Page:
Machine: CNC Milling                          No.:                           
Description of Phase
Fix the part by Fixing plate with soft jaws of CNC Milling Machine
1.Drill 120 degree hole at section B-B
2.Drill 120 degree hole at section A-A





Step Quantity Aux. Tools Quantity Principle Tools Quantity Measurement
1 Calipper
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Part: Pin Part No: 004-04
Prepare By:Sarawut Material: Steel 37 Cr 4    Rt = 600  N/mm^2 Phase No:
Date: 08/03/07 Heat Treatment: Normal 50
At: Department: Heat Treatment Page:
Machine: Oven                            No.:                           
Description of Phase
1. Heat treatment the part in order to have the hardness 46-48 HRC




Operation Procedure Document: Sealing Plate 1-2
Step Quantity Aux. Tools Quantity Principle Tools Quantity Measurement
1 - - 1 Garant 181000, 50x30 mm. 1 Calipper
2 - - 1 Garant 191200 dia.15 mm. 1 Calipper
3 - - 1 Garant 191200 dia. 15 mm. 1 Calipper
4 - - 1 Garant 191200 dia. 15 mm. 1 Calipper
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Part: Sealing Plate 1-2 Part No: 003-03-0
Prepare By:Sarawut Material: UNE 38212 L-212    Rt = 250  N/mm^2 Phase No:
Date: 05/03/07 Heat Treatment: Normal 10
At: Department: Milling Page:
Machine: CNC Milling Machine                  No.:                     
Description of Phase
Fix the part at both sides horizontally with fixing clamp of CNC Milling Machine. 
1.Mill flat surface with cutting depth 1.5 mm. 
2.Do circular pocket Dia 48 mm. deep 21.5 mm.
3.Do circular pocket Dia 58 mm.2 positions, deep 5 mm. with R 2 mm. on the left and deep 1.4 mm. 
   on the right. 
4.Do circular pocket Dia 75 mm. deep 2 mm.






PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Part: Sealing Plate 1-2 Part No: 003-03-0
Prepare By:Sarawut Material: UNE 38212 L-212    Rt = 250  N/mm^2 Phase No:
Date: 05/03/07 Heat Treatment: Normal 10
At: Department: Milling Page:








PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Part: Sealing Plate 1-2 Part No: 003-03-0
Prepare By:Sarawut Material: UNE 38212 L-212    Rt = 250  N/mm^2 Phase No:
Date: 05/03/07 Heat Treatment: Normal 10
At: Department: Milling Page:





Step Quantity Aux. Tools Quantity Principle Tools Quantity Measurement
1 - - 1 Garant 191200 dia 15 mm. 1 Calipper
2 - - 1 Garant 185500 dia 50x2 mm. - -
3 - - 1 Garant 191200 dia 15 mm. - -
4 - - 1 Garant Drill 113260 dia 6 mm. 1 Calipper
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Part: Sealing Plate 1-2 Part No: 003-03-0
Prepare By:Sarawut Material: UNE 38212 L-212    Rt = 250  N/mm^2 Phase No:
Date: 05/03/07 Heat Treatment: Normal 20
At: Department: Milling Page:
Machine: CNC Milling Machine                          No.:             
Description of Phase
Change the maching surface to the another face and fix the part at both sides horizontally  
1.Do circular pocket Dia 55 H11 mm. deep 12.5 mm
2.Grooving of Dia 58 mm. deep 2.15 mm. 
3.Mill the space for the head of bolts, deep 7.5 mm. with R 10 mm.
4.Drill 6 holes with Dia. 6 mm deep 14 mm. (+0.25 , 0.1 mm. tolerance)




PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Part: Sealing Plate 1-2 Part No: 003-03-0
Prepare By:Sarawut Material: UNE 38212 L-212    Rt = 250  N/mm^2 Phase No:
Date: 05/03/07 Heat Treatment: Normal 20
At: Department: Milling Page:





PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Part: Sealing Plate 1-2 Part No: 003-03-0
Prepare By:Sarawut Material: UNE 38212 L-212    Rt = 250  N/mm^2 Phase No:
Date: 05/03/07 Heat Treatment: Normal 20
At: Department: Milling Page:






Operation Procedure Document: Transmission Plate 2
Step Quantity Aux. Tools Quantity Principle Tools Quantity Measurement
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Part: Transmission Plate 2 Part No: 005-01
Prepare By:Sarawut Material: Steel F 1142    Rt = 400  N/mm^2 Phase No:
Date: 11/03/07 Heat Treatment: Normal 10
At: Department: Manual Machine Page:
Machine:                                         No.:                           
Description of Phase
1.Get raw material from forging process. The dimension is shown in the figure




Step Quantity Aux. Tools Quantity Principle Tools Quantity Measurement
1 1 MSKNR/L-124B 1 SNMG120408E-3G (Stellram) - -
2 1 S10H-SWUBR06-06 1 WBGW1.21_ (kyocera) 1 Calipper
3 1 MDJNR/L-124B 1 DNMG150408E-3G (Stellram) - -
4 - - 1 Drill Garant 113260 Dia 8 mm 1 Calipper
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Part: Transmission Plate 2 Part No: 005-01
Prepare By:Sarawut Material: Steel F 1142    Rt = 400  N/mm^2 Phase No:
Date: 11/03/07 Heat Treatment: Normal 20
At: Department: Lathe Page:
Machine: CNC Lathe                               No.:                         
Description of Phase
Fix the raw part at external dia 45 mm. by fixing plate with hard jaws of CNC Lathe Machine.
1.Take out front material 1.5 mm.
2.Boring to have a hole with Dia 47 mm. length 2.3 mm. and Dia. 42 mm. length 10.8 mm. and Dia 32
   through the part with chamfer 2 x 30 degree at dia 32 mm.
3.Finishing of the external surface.




PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Part: Transmission Plate 2 Part No: 005-01
Prepare By:Sarawut Material: Steel F 1142    Rt = 400  N/mm^2 Phase No:
Date: 11/03/07 Heat Treatment: Normal 20
At: Department: Lathe Page:






Step Quantity Aux. Tools Quantity Principle Tools Quantity Measurement
1 1 MSKNR/L-124B 1 SNMG120408E-3G (Stellram) 1 Calipper
2 1 S10H-SWUBR06-06 1 WBGW1.21_ (kyocera) 1 Calipper
3 1 MDJNR/L-124B 1 DNMG150408E-3G (Stellram) 1 Calipper
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Part: Transmission Plate 2 Part No: 005-01
Prepare By:Sarawut Material: Steel F 1142    Rt = 400  N/mm^2 Phase No:
Date: 11/03/07 Heat Treatment: Normal 30
At: Department: Lathe Page:
Machine: CNC Lathe                               No.:                         
Description of Phase
Fix the raw part at internal dia 42 mm. with soft jaws of CNC Lathe Machine.
1.Take out front surface 1.5 mm
2.Boring to have a hole with Dia 36 mm. length 11.9 mm with chamfer 2 x 30 degree at dia 32 mm.
3.Finishing of the external surface 













PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Part: Transmission Plate 2 Part No: 005-01






Step Quantity Aux. Tools Quantity Principle Tools Quantity Measurement
1 - - 1 Drill Garant 113260 Dia 8 mm 1 Calipper
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Part: Transmission Plate 2 Part No: 005-01
Prepare By:Sarawut Material: Steel F 1142    Rt = 400  N/mm^2 Phase No:
Date: 11/03/07 Heat Treatment: Normal 40
At: Department: Milling Page:
Machine: CNC Milling                      No.:                           
Description of Phase
Fix the raw part by Index Plate with soft jaws of CNC Milling Machine 
1.Drill 4 holes with 8 mm. ( +0.2, -0.2 mm.) and make chamfer 0.5 x 45 degree for every holes





Step Quantity Aux. Tools Quantity Principle Tools Quantity Measurement
1 - - 1 Tool for Gear shape32x36x6 1 Special tool
DIN 5480
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Part: Transmission Plate 2 Part No: 005-01
Prepare By:Sarawut Material: Steel F 1142    Rt = 400  N/mm^2 Phase No:
Date: 11/03/07 Heat Treatment: Normal 40
At: Department: Broaching Page:
Machine: Broaching Machine                No.:                          
Description of Phase
Fix the part at Dia. 45 mm. by fixing plate with soft jaws of Broaching Machine
1.Make Internal Gear according to DIN 5462 32x36x6





Step Quantity Aux. Tools Quantity Principle Tools Quantity Measurement
1 - - 1 Induction heater - -
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Part: Transmission Plate 2 Part No: 005-01
Prepare By:Sarawut Material: Steel F 1142    Rt = 400  N/mm^2 Phase No:
Date: 11/03/07 Heat Treatment: Normal 50
At: Department: Heat treatment Page:
Machine: Induction Heater                 No.:                           
Description of Phase
1.Do heat treatment at the external dia 50 mm. to have the hardness 54-56 HRC ( 1mm. depth)




Operation Procedure Document: Washer 2
Step Quantity Aux. Tools Quantity Principle Tools Quantity Measurement
1 - - 1 Saw - -
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Part: Washer 2 Part No: 005-03
Prepare By:Sarawut Material: Steel C 25       Rt = 400 N/mm^2 Phase No:
Date: 05/03/07 Heat Treatment: Normal 10
At: Department: Manual Machine Page:
Machine: Manual Saw                          No.: 1
Description of Phase
1.Cut the raw material ( Cylindrical Bar Dia 45 mm.) to be a short bar with the  length 1000 mm.
   (+1 , -0  mm tolerance) 




Step Quantity Aux. Tools Quantity Principle Tools Quantity Measurement
1 1 MSKNR/L-124B 1 SNMG120408E-3G (Stellram) 1 Calipper
2 1 MDJNR/L-124B 1 DNMG150408E-3G(Stellram) 1 Calipper
3 - - 1 Garant drill 113260 - -
4 1 KKCR12-3C 1 KCGP3156R (Kyocera) 1 Calipper
5 1 KTKH1616M-3-150S 1 TKR2-P (Kyocera) 1 Calipper
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Part: Washer 2 Part No: 005-03
Prepare By:Sarawut Material: Steel C 25       Rt = 400 N/mm^2 Phase No:
Date: 05/03/07 Heat Treatment: Normal 20
At: Department: Lathe Page:
Machine: CNC Lathe                           No.:                           
Description of Phase
Fix the raw part by continuous feed fixing plate with hard jaws of CNC Lathe Machine. Leave 12 mm. to 
be machined for each washer.
1.Take out front material 1.5 mm. to have the new distance 10.5 mm. from fixing plate 
2.Take out surface material 1.5 mm. in radious direction to have new Dia. 42 h8  mm. 
3.Drill a hole dia. 10 mm. x 10.5 mm length
4.Surface Groove width 3.9 mm (+0.2, -0 mm. tolerance) deep 2.3 mm. and 2.05 mm. from the front 
surface.
5. Cutting of part to be small piece, width 8 mm.
6.Repeat step1 to step5 until finish the total length of raw material





PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Part: Washer 2 Part No: 005-03
Prepare By:Sarawut Material: Steel C 25       Rt = 400 N/mm^2 Phase No:
Date: 05/03/07 Heat Treatment: Normal 20
At: Department: Lathe Page:






PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Part: Washer 2 Part No: 005-03
Prepare By:Sarawut Material: Steel C 25       Rt = 400 N/mm^2 Phase No:
Date: 05/03/07 Heat Treatment: Normal 20
At: Department: Lathe Page:







Operation Procedure Document: Gear 1
Step Quantity Aux. Tools Quantity Principle Tools Quantity Measurement
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Part: Gear 1 Part No: 002-01
Prepare By:Sarawut Material: Steel 20 Mn Cr 5       Rt = 600  N/mm^2 Phase No:
Date: 16/03/07 Heat Treatment: Normal 10
At: Department: Manual Machine Page:
Machine:                                         No.:                           
Description of Phase
1.Get raw material from forging process. The dimension is shown in the figure




Step Quantity Aux. Tools Quantity Principle Tools Quantity Measurement
1 1 MSKNR/L-124B 1 SNMG120408E-3G (Stellram) 1 Calipper
2 1 S10H-SWUBR06-06 1 WBGW1.21_ (kyocera) 1 Calipper
3 1 MDJNR/L-124B 1 DNMG150408E-3G (Stellram) - -
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Part: Gear 1 Part No: 002-01
Prepare By:Sarawut Material: Steel 20 Mn Cr 5       Rt = 600  N/mm^2 Phase No:
Date: 16/03/07 Heat Treatment: Normal 20
At: Department: Lathe Page:
Machine:  CNC Lathe Machine                    No.:                   
Description of Phase
Fix the raw part at external diameter by fixing plate with hard jaws of CNC Lathe Machine.
1.Take out front surface 1.5 mm.
2.Boring to have a hole with Dia 62 mm. length 21 mm. and Dia. 56 H7 mm. length 25.5 mm. 
3.Make 3 chamfers, 2 mm. x 45 degree , 2 mm. x 30 degree and 3 mm. x 30 degree 





PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Part: Gear 1 Part No: 002-01
Prepare By:Sarawut Material: Steel 20 Mn Cr 5       Rt = 600  N/mm^2 Phase No:
Date: 16/03/07 Heat Treatment: Normal 20
At: Department: Lathe Page:






Step Quantity Aux. Tools Quantity Principle Tools Quantity Measurement
1 1 MSKNR/L-124B 1 SNMG120408E-3G (Stellram) 1 Calipper
2 1 MDJNR/L-124B 1 DNMG150408E-3G (Stellram) 1 Calipper
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Part: Gear 1 Part No: 002-01
Prepare By:Sarawut Material: Steel 20 Mn Cr 5       Rt = 600  N/mm^2 Phase No:
Date: 16/03/07 Heat Treatment: Normal 30
At: Department: Lathe Page:
Machine:  CNC Lathe Machine                    No.:                   
Description of Phase
Fix the raw part at internal dia 62 mm. with soft jaws of CNC Lathe Machine.
1.Take out front surface 1.5 mm
2.Finishing of the external surface , make chamfer 2 x 45 degree and 2 x 30 degree





PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Part: Gear 1 Part No: 002-01
Prepare By:Sarawut Material: Steel 20 Mn Cr 5       Rt = 600  N/mm^2 Phase No:
Date: 16/03/07 Heat Treatment: Normal 30
At: Department: Lathe Page:





Step Quantity Aux. Tools Quantity Principle Tools Quantity Measurement
1 - - 1 ool for Gear shape60x2 DIN 548 1 Special tool
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Part: Gear 1 Part No: 002-01
Prepare By:Sarawut Material: Steel 20 Mn Cr 5       Rt = 600  N/mm^2 Phase No:
Date: 16/03/07 Heat Treatment: Normal 40
At: Department: Broaching Page:
Machine:  Broaching Machine                    No.:                    
Description of Phase
Fix the part at Dia. 62 mm. by fixing plate with soft jaws of Broaching Machine
1.Make Internal Gear according to DIN 5480 60 x 2





Step Quantity Aux. Tools Quantity Principle Tools Quantity Measurement
1 - - 1 Tool for Gear shape according 1 Special tool
to the data in the table
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Part: Gear 1 Part No: 002-01
Prepare By:Sarawut Material: Steel 20 Mn Cr 5       Rt = 600  N/mm^2 Phase No:
Date: 16/03/07 Heat Treatment: Normal 50
At: Department: Hobbing Machine Page:
Machine:  Hobbing Machine                  No.:                         
Description of Phase
1.Make external gear according to the data below.





Step Quantity Aux. Tools Quantity Principle Tools Quantity Measurement
1 - - 1 Carburizing Oven - -
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Part: Gear 1 Part No: 002-01
Prepare By:Sarawut Material: Steel 20 Mn Cr 5       Rt = 600  N/mm^2 Phase No:
Date: 16/03/07 Heat Treatment: Normal 60
At: Department: Heat Treatment Page:
Machine: Carburizing Oven                  No.:                          
Description of Phase
1.Heat treatment (carburizing and quenching) all over the part withdepth 1 mm. (+0.1, -0.1 mm. tolerance)
   in order to reach the hardness 60-62 HRC




Operation Procedure Document: Gear 2
Step Quantity Aux. Tools Quantity Principle Tools Quantity Measurement
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Part: Gear 2 Part No: 002-02
Prepare By:Sarawut Material: Steel 20 Mn Cr 5       Rt = 600  N/mm^2 Phase No:
Date: 16/03/07 Heat Treatment: Normal 10
At: Department: Manual Machine Page:
Machine:                                         No.:                           
Description of Phase
1.Get raw material from forging process. The dimension is shown in the figure




Step Quantity Aux. Tools Quantity Principle Tools Quantity Measurement
1 1 MSKNR/L-124B 1 SNMG120408E-3G (Stellram) 1 Calipper
2 1 S10H-SWUBR06-06 1 WBGW1.21_ (kyocera) 1 Calipper
3 1 MDJNR/L-124B 1 DNMG150408E-3G (Stellram) - -
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Part: Gear 2 Part No: 002-02
Prepare By:Sarawut Material: Steel 20 Mn Cr 5       Rt = 600  N/mm^2 Phase No:
Date: 16/03/07 Heat Treatment: Normal 20
At: Department: Lathe Page:
Machine:  CNC Lathe Machine                    No.:                   
Description of Phase
Fix the raw part at external diameter by fixing plate with hard jaws of CNC Lathe Machine.
1.Take out front surface 1.5 mm.
2.Boring to have a hole with Dia 44 mm. length 23 mm. and Dia. 38 H7 mm. length 23.5 mm. 
3.Make 3 chamfers, 2 mm. x 45 degree , 2 mm. x 30 degree and 3 mm. x 30 degree 





PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Part: Gear 2 Part No: 002-02
Prepare By:Sarawut Material: Steel 20 Mn Cr 5       Rt = 600  N/mm^2 Phase No:
Date: 16/03/07 Heat Treatment: Normal 20
At: Department: Lathe Page:






Step Quantity Aux. Tools Quantity Principle Tools Quantity Measurement
1 1 MSKNR/L-124B 1 SNMG120408E-3G (Stellram) 1 Calipper
2 1 MDJNR/L-124B 1 DNMG150408E-3G (Stellram) 1 Calipper
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Part: Gear 2 Part No: 002-02
Prepare By:Sarawut Material: Steel 20 Mn Cr 5       Rt = 600  N/mm^2 Phase No:
Date: 16/03/07 Heat Treatment: Normal 30
At: Department: Lathe Page:
Machine:  CNC Lathe Machine                    No.:                   
Description of Phase
Fix the raw part at internal dia 44 mm. with soft jaws of CNC Lathe Machine.
1.Take out front surface 1.5 mm
2.Finishing of the external surface , make chamfer 2 x 45 degree and 2 x 30 degree





PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Part: Gear 2 Part No: 002-02
Prepare By:Sarawut Material: Steel 20 Mn Cr 5       Rt = 600  N/mm^2 Phase No:
Date: 16/03/07 Heat Treatment: Normal 30
At: Department: Lathe Page:





Step Quantity Aux. Tools Quantity Principle Tools Quantity Measurement
1 - - 1 ool for Gear shape60x2 DIN 548 1 Special tool
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Part: Gear 2 Part No: 002-02
Prepare By:Sarawut Material: Steel 20 Mn Cr 5       Rt = 600  N/mm^2 Phase No:
Date: 16/03/07 Heat Treatment: Normal 40
At: Department: Broaching Page:
Machine:  Broaching Machine                    No.:                    
Description of Phase
Fix the part at Dia. 78.5 mm. by fixing plate with soft jaws of Broaching Machine
1.Make Internal Gear according to DIN 5480 42 x 2





Step Quantity Aux. Tools Quantity Principle Tools Quantity Measurement
1 - - 1 Tool for Gear shape according 1 Special tool
to the data in the table
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Part: Gear 2 Part No: 002-02
Prepare By:Sarawut Material: Steel 20 Mn Cr 5       Rt = 600  N/mm^2 Phase No:
Date: 16/03/07 Heat Treatment: Normal 50
At: Department: Hobbing Machine Page:
Machine:  Hobbing Machine                  No.:                         
Description of Phase
1.Make external gear according to the data below.




Step Quantity Aux. Tools Quantity Principle Tools Quantity Measurement
1 - - 1 Carburizing Oven - -
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Part: Gear 2 Part No: 002-02
Prepare By:Sarawut Material: Steel 20 Mn Cr 5       Rt = 600  N/mm^2 Phase No:
Date: 16/03/07 Heat Treatment: Normal 60
At: Department: Heat Treatment Page:
Machine: Carburizing Oven                  No.:                          
Description of Phase
1.Heat treatment (carburizing and quenching) all over the part withdepth 1 mm. (+0.1, -0.1 mm. tolerance)
   in order to reach the hardness 60-62 HRC




Annex B: Summary of Operations
Summary of Operations of Shaft 1
Modification Date Name Date
Sarawut   28/2/2007
Phase Machine No. of Steps Cycle Time Remark
10 Manual Saw 1
20 CNC Lathe 2 78.73 s.
30 CNC Lathe 2 material 1.5 mm. of the other side to have 193.46 s.
the new distance 172.75 mm. Drill a hole 
Dia.10 mm angle 60 degree and deep 10.6
material in diameter. And 1.5 mm excess 
40 CNC Lathe 5 material in length. Finishing of the part. 491.52 s.
Curve Grooving R 3 mm. Groove width 7 
mm. deep 2 mm. and make chamfer with 
50 CNC Milling 1 147.39 s.
horizontal". Groove section C-C
 (+0 , -0.21 tolerance) and deep 1 mm. 
Fix the raw part fixing plate of CNC Milling
 Machine with "Plato divisor de eje 
Fix the raw part with " Entre puntos con 
punto de arrastre "of CNC Lathe Machine
Rough machining of part with 3mm. excess 
angle 30 degree. Groove width 1.3 mm.
10.6 mm. for tail stock support.
Fix the raw part at another end with fixing 
plate of CNC Lathe Machine. Take out front 
  mm. for tail stock support.
of CNC Lathe Machine. Take out front 
material 1.5 mm. to have the new distance 
174.25 mm. ( +1 -0 mm. tolerance). Drill a 
hole Dia.10 mm angle 60 degree and deep 
Dia 73 mm.) to be a short bar with the  
length 175.75 mm. (+1 , -0  mm tolerance) 
Fix the raw part at one end with fixing plate 
Part: Shaft 1
Description of Phase
Cut the raw material ( Cylindrical Bar 
137.12 s.
SUMMARY OF OPERATION
Part No: 001-01 Page: 1/2
Modification Technical Preparation
Modification Date Name Date
Sarawut   28/2/2007
Phase Machine No. of Steps Cycle Time Remark
60 CNC Milling 3 to have the precision hole of Dia 8 H7 deep 248.98 s.
  groove section A-A
70 Manual 1 60
 paint. 
80 Heat Treatment 1 Heat treatment (carburizing). 2790
90 Press Machine 1 Straightening of the shaft after heat 90
treatment
Fix the raw part with " Entre puntos con 
100 Manual Grinding 2 punto de arrastre " of Grinding Machine. 323.84
Grinding of Dia 16 h5.Grinding of Dia 25 k6 
10 mm. with angle 120 degree between
 each hole at section B-B. Finally
Paint the groove with an anti-carburizing.
Description of Phase
Fix the raw part fixing plate of CNC Milling 
Machine with "Plato divisor de eje 





Part No: 001-01 
Summary of Operations of Shaft 2
Modification Date Name Date
Sarawut   28/2/2007
Phase Machine No. of Steps Cycle Time Remark
1
20 CNC Lathe 4 144.19 s.
30 CNC Lathe 2 179.39 s.
40 CNC Lathe 4 383.12 s.
50 CNC Milling 1 94.93 s.
60 CNC Milling 2 241.3 s.
70 Manual 2 120 s.
80 Oven 1 2790 s.
90 Press Machine 90 s.
treatment.
100 Manual Grinding 2 506.24 s.
Dia 40 k6
Straightening of the shaft after heat 
Grinding of Dia 25 h5 and Grinding of 
Paint the external tap ( M35 x 1.5) with 
an anti-carburizing paint.Cover the internal 
tap with Taper head Bolt M8 x 1.25. 
Heat treatment (carburizing). 
Finally,Tapping external thread M35 x 1.5.
Groove section C-C according to DIN5462
Groove section B-B according to DIN5480
Groove section A-A width 3 mm.
Rough machining with 3mm. excess 
material in diameter. And 1.5 mm excess 
material in length. Then do finishing of 
the part.Groove the part width 2.2 mm.
deep 21 mm.
Take out front material 1.5 mm. of the
 other side. Drill a hole Dia.10 mm  angle 
60 degree and deep 10.6mm for tail stock
side of part and drill a hole Dia.10 mm,   
angle 60 degree  and deep 10.6 mm for
support tail stock.Then drill a hole Dia 6.8 
mm. deep 23 mm. Finally Tap M8 x 1.25 
112.1 s. length 140.5 mm.(+1 , -0  mm tolerance) 




Cut the raw material to be a short bar with
SUMMARY OF OPERATION
Part No: 001-02 Page: 1/1
Modification Technical Preparation
Summary of Operations of Casing
Modification Date Name Date
Sarawut   16/3/2007
Phase Machine No. of Steps Cycle Time Remark
10 - 1
20 CNC Milling 5 415.16 s.
30 CNC Milling 3 483.58 s.
40 CNC Milling 5 186.59 s.
CNC Milling Machine. Drill a hole dia. 11 
mm. through the part. Tap M12 through the 
part.
mm. trough the part. Drill at the same hole 
with dia. 14 H7 mm. deep 12 mm. Back 
boring to have diameter 22 mm.
Fix the raw part vertically  with fixing plate of 
 mm. Drill 4 holes Dia. 14 mm. through the 
 part.  
Fix the raw part vertically  with fixing clamp
of CNC Milling Machine. Drill a hole Dia. 13 
clamp of CNC Milling Machine. Mill flat 
surface 1.5 mm. around the external dia. 
83 mm.Fine machining a hole to get internal  
dia. 70 H11 mm. and external dia. 80 g6
Fine machining 3 holes to get Dia. 32 H7
 and mill flat surface deep 1 mm. to have 
the thickness 5 mm.  
Fix the raw part horizontally  with fixing 
surface with cutting depth 1.5 mm. Drill 14
 holes Dia. 5 mm. deep 25 mm. Tap M6 
deep 18 mm. 14 positions. Drill 2 holes Dia 
6 mm. (+0.25, +0.1 tolerance) deep 15 mm
Description of Phase
Get raw material from casting process. 
Fix the raw part horizontally  with fixing 






Summary of Operations of Sliding Part
Modification Date Name Date
Sarawut   9/3/2007
Phase Machine No. of Steps Cycle Time Remark
10 Manual Saw 1 118.76 s.
20 CNC Milling 3 232.28 s.
30 CNC Milling 2 163.85 s. face and fix the part at both sides 
horizontally. Rough machining. Finishing 
machining.  
Fix the part at both sides horizontally. 
Mill flat surface with cutting depth 1.5 mm. 
Rough machining. Finishing machining.   
Change the maching surface to the another
Description of Phase
Prepare raw material by Manual Saw 






Part No: 004-02 
Summary of Operations of Clutch Fork
Modification Date Name Date
Sarawut   16/3/2007
Phase Machine No. of Steps Cycle Time Remark
10 - 1
20 CNC Milling 3 54.03 s.
30 CNC Milling 1 143.14 s.
clamp of Milling Machine. Drill 2 holes, 
Dia 8 H11 mm. and Dia. 8 H8 mm.  
40 CNC Milling 1 149.04 s.
50 Oven 1 90 s.hardness 46-48 HRC
, then fix them vertically with the fixing
clamp of Milling Machine. Drill a hole Dia. 
8 H8 mm.
Heat treatment the part to reach the 
Fix the raw part with the special shape plate
, then fix them vertically with the fixing 
Fix the raw part with the special shape plate
material at the clutch legs 2 positions deep
 0.43 mm., long 15 mm. Drill a hole Dia.3.3 
mm. deep 4.5 mm. (+1, -0 mm. tolerance)
Tap M4 deep 4 mm. (+1, -0 mm. tolerance)
Fix the raw part horizontally  with fixing 
clamp of CNC Milling Machine. Take out 
Part: Clutch Fork
Description of Phase
Get raw material from forging process. 
SUMMARY OF OPERATION
Part No: 004-03 Page: 1/1
Modification Technical Preparation
Summary of Operations of Pin
Modification Date Name Date
Sarawut   8/3/2007
Phase Machine No. of Steps Cycle Time Remark
1
20 CNC Lathe 2 36.43 s.
30 CNC Lathe 2 157.1 s.
40 CNC Milling 2 27.24 s.
50 Heat treatment 1 90 s.
 hardness 46-48 HRC
CNC Milling Machine. Drill 120 degree hole 
at section B-B. Drill 120 degree hole at 
section A-A
Heat treatment the part in order to have the
 the new distance 137.5 mm. .
Fine machining Dia 10 h7 mm. , length 20.5 
mm
Fix the part by Fixing plate with jaws of 
 mm.
Fix the raw part at another end with fixing 
plate of CNC Lathe Machine. Take out front 
material 1.5 mm. of the other side to have
of CNC Lathe Machine. Take out front 
material 1.5 mm. to have the new distance 
86.5 mm. ( +1 -0 mm. tolerance)
Fine machining Dia 8 h7 mm. , length 7.5
35.42 s. length 88 mm.(+1 , -0  mm tolerance) 




Cut the raw material to be a short bar with
SUMMARY OF OPERATION
Part No: 001-02 Page: 1/1
Modification Technical Preparation
Summary of Operations of Sealing Plate 1-2
Modification Date Name Date
Sarawut   5/3/2007
Phase Machine No. of Steps Cycle Time Remark
10 CNC Milling 4 568.31 s.
20 CNC Milling 4 441.12 s.
deep 2.15 mm. Mill the space for the head 
of bolts, deep 7.5 mm. with R 10 mm. Drill 
6 holes with Dia. 6 mm  (+0.25 , 0.1 mm. 
tolerance)
Change the maching surface to the another
face and fix the part at both sides 
horizontally. Do circular pocket Dia 55 H11 
mm. deep 12.5 mm.Grooving of Dia 58 mm. 
Do circular pocket Dia 58 mm.2 positions, 
deep 5 mm. with R 2 mm. on the left and 
deep 1.4 mm. on the right. Do circular 
 pocket Dia 75 mm. deep 2 mm.
Description of Phase
Fix the part at both sides horizontally. Mill 
flat surface with cutting depth 1.5 mm.Do 
circular pocket Dia 48 mm. deep 21.5 mm.
Page: 1/1
Modification Technical Preparation
Part: Sealing Plate 1-2
SUMMARY OF OPERATION
Part No: 003-03-0 
Summary of Operations of Transmission Plate 2
Modification Date Name Date
Sarawut   11/3/2007
Phase Machine No. of Steps Cycle Time Remark
10 - 1
20 CNC Lathe 3 135.48 s.
1.5 mm.Boring to have a hole with Dia 36 
30 CNC Lathe 3 mm. length 11.9 mm with chamfer 2 x 30 278.18 s.
degree at dia 32 mm.Finishing of the 
40 CNC Milling 1 54.24 s.
50 Broaching 1 53.38 s.
60  Induction Heater 1 90 s.
 depth).
to have the hardness 54-56 HRC ( 1mm.
Fix the part at Dia. 45 mm. by fixing plate 
of Broaching Machine. Make Internal Gear 
according to DIN 5462 32x36x6.
Do heat treatment at the external dia50mm.
external surface and make chamfer
 0.5 x 45 degree for every 8 mm. holes.
Drill 4 holes with 8 mm. ( +0.2, -0.2 mm.) 
and make chamfer 0.5 x 45 degree. 
 at dia 32 mm. Finishing of the external 
surface. 
Fix the raw part at internal dia 42 mm. with
CNC Lathe Machine.Take out front surface 
 front material 1.5 mm.Boring to have a hole
 with Dia 47 mm. length 2.3 mm. and Dia.
 42 mm. length 10.8 mm. and Dia 32 
through the part with chamfer 2 x 30 degree
The dimension is shown in the figure
Fix the raw part at external dia 45 mm. with 
fixing plate of CNC Lathe Machine.Take out
Part: Transmission Plate 2
Description of Phase
Get raw material from forging process. 
SUMMARY OF OPERATION
Part No: 005-01 Page: 1/1
Modification Technical Preparation
Summary of Operations of Washer 2
Modification Date Name Date
Sarawut   5/3/2007
Phase Machine No. of Steps Cycle Time Remark
10 Manual Saw 1 90.44 s.
20 CNC Lathe 6 86.69 s.
material
 tolerance) deep 2.3 mm. and 2.05 mm.
  from the front surface. Cutting of part to be
 small piece, width 8 mm. Repeat step1 to 
step5 until finish the total length of raw 
distance 10.5 mm. from fixing plate. Take 
out surface material 1.5 mm. in radious
 direction to have new Dia. 42 h8  mm.  
Surface Groove width 3.9 mm (+0.2, -0 mm.
Fix the raw part continuous feed fixing plate 
of CNC Lathe Machine. Leave 12 mm. to 
be machined for each washer. Take out 
front material 1.5 mm. to have the new 
Part: Washer 2
Description of Phase
Cut the raw material ( Cylindrical Bar Dia
45 mm.) to be a short bar with the  length 
 1000 mm.   (+1 , -0  mm tolerance) 
SUMMARY OF OPERATION
Part No: 005-03 Page: 1/1
Modification Technical Preparation
Summary of Operations of Gear 1
Modification Date Name Date
Sarawut   16/3/2007
Phase Machine No. of Steps Cycle Time Remark
10 - 1
20 CNC Lathe 3 138.61 s.
30 CNC Lathe 2 1.5 mm. Finishing of the external surface , 281.21 s.
make chamfer 2 x 45 degree and 2 x 30 
degree.
40 Broaching 1 64.13 s.
50 Hobbing Machine 1 120.13 s.
60 Heat treatment 1 2790 s.
Heat treatment (carburizing and quenching) 
all over the part withdepth 1 mm. (+0.1, -0.1 
mm. tolerance). in order to reach the 
hardness 60-62 HRC
by fixing plate of Broaching Machine.Make 
Internal Gear according to DIN 5480 60 x 2
Make external gear according to the data.
degree and 3 mm. x 30 degree 
Fix the raw part at internal dia 62 mm. with 
 CNC Lathe Machine.Take out front surface 
Fix the part at external diameter 93.5 mm. 
out front material 1.5 mm. Boring to have a
hole with Dia 62 mm. length 21 mm. and 
Dia. 56 H7 mm. length 25.5 mm. Make 3 
chamfers, 2 mm. x 45 degree , 2 mm. x 30 
Fix the raw part at external diameter with 
fixing plate of CNC Lathe Machine. Take 
Part: Gear 1
Description of Phase
Get raw material from forging process. 
SUMMARY OF OPERATION
Part No: 002-01 Page: 1/1
Modification Technical Preparation
Summary of Operations of Gear 2
Modification Date Name Date
Sarawut   16/3/2007
Phase Machine No. of Steps Cycle Time Remark
10 - 1
20 CNC Lathe 3 115.59 s.
30 CNC Lathe 2 1.5 mm. Finishing of the external surface , 252.94 s.
make chamfer 2 x 45 degree and 2 x 30 
degree.
40 Broaching 1 55.95 s.
50 Hobbing Machine 1 120.13 s.
60 Heat treatment 1 2790 s.
mm. tolerance). in order to reach the 
hardness 60-62 HRC
Make external gear according to the data. 
Heat treatment (carburizing and quenching) 
all over the part withdepth 1 mm. (+0.1, -0.1 
 CNC Lathe Machine.Take out front surface 
Fix the part at external diameter 78.5 mm. 
by fixing plate of Broaching Machine.Make 
Internal Gear according to DIN 5480 42 x 2
Dia. 38 H7 mm. length 23.5 mm. Make 3 
chamfers, 2 mm. x 45 degree , 2 mm. x 30 
degree and 3 mm. x 30 degree 
Fix the raw part at internal dia 44 mm. with 
Fix the raw part at external diameter with 
fixing plate of CNC Lathe Machine. Take 
out front material 1.5 mm. Boring to have a
hole with Dia 44 mm. length 23 mm. and 
Part: Gear 2
Description of Phase
Get raw material from forging process. 
SUMMARY OF OPERATION
Part No: 002-02 Page: 1/1
Modification Technical Preparation
Annex C: Drawing of the gear box for 

























































































































Power Take Off para caja de 
cambios de vehículo industrial
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Detalle D (2: 1)
Cementar toda la pieza a profundidad 1 0,1 mm





















































Power Take Off para caja de 
cambios de vehículo industrial
















Número de dientes z 12
Ángulo de presión del cortador α 20º
Ángulo de inclinación del primitivo β 0º
Módulo normal m0 3,25 mm
Anchura de diente b 25,5 mm
Diámetro primitivo d0 39 mm
Diámetro de cabeza da 44,4 h11 mm























































Cementar toda la pieza a profundidad 1 0,1 mm




























Detalle D (2: 1)
MaterialMarca Nº piezas















































Power Take Off para caja de 
cambios de vehículo industrial


























































































































Sección B-B (1: 2)
MaterialMarca Nº piezas















































Power Take Off para caja de 
cambios de vehículo industrial




















































































































































































































Sección D-D (1: 2)
MaterialMarca Nº piezas















































Power Take Off para caja de 
cambios de vehículo industrial

































































Power Take Off para caja de 
cambios de vehículo industrial
















































































Templar y revenir pieza a 46-48 HRC
MaterialMarca Nº piezas









Power Take Off para caja de 
cambios de vehículo industrial








































































Sección B-B (2: 1)
Templar y revenir pieza a 46-48 HRC
MaterialMarca Nº piezas









Power Take Off para caja de 
cambios de vehículo industrial













































































































1 UNE 38212 L-21211-0 Fund. aluminio
Observaciones





Power Take Off para caja de 
cambios de vehículo industrial
  Ref. plano
Alumno
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Sección C-C (1: 2)
MaterialMarca Nº piezas








































1 UNE 38212 L-21211 Fund. aluminio
Observaciones





Power Take Off para caja de 
cambios de vehículo industrial
  Ref. plano
Alumno



















































Power Take Off para caja de 
cambios de vehículo industrial
















































































Power Take Off para caja de 
cambios de vehículo industrial
  Ref. plano
Alumno












































































Cementar toda la pieza a profundidad 1 0,1 mm





















































Power Take Off para caja de 
cambios de vehículo industrial
















(    )N7N9
Número de dientes z 29
Ángulo de presión del cortador α 20º
Ángulo de inclinación del primitivo β 0º
Módulo normal m0 3 mm
Coeficiente de desplazamiento x 0,0785
Anchura de diente b 45 mm
Diámetro primitivo d0 87 mm
Diámetro base db 81,753 mm
Diámetro de cabeza da 93,448 mm
Diámetro de fondo df 79,971 mm
Paso de base tangencial pbt 8,8562
2 3
Entrecentros teórico a0 79,5 mm 85,5 mm
Entrecentros de funcionamiento aw 80 mm 85,967 mm
Diámetro activo de pie dA 83,579 mm 83,475 mm
Nº de dientes de la contrarueda z 24 28
Referencia de la contrarueda Plano 002-02 002-03
Juego de pie c 0,75 0,75
Cota entre 4 dientes W 32,375 mm
Diámetro de bola dm 5,250 mm
Cota entre bolas df 94,333 mm






















Cementar toda la pieza a profundidad 1 0,1 mm



















































Power Take Off para caja de 
cambios de vehículo industrial
















(    )N7N9
Número de dientes z 24
Ángulo de presión del cortador α 20º
Ángulo de inclinación del primitivo β 0º
Módulo normal m0 3 mm
Coeficiente de desplazamiento x 0,092
Anchura de diente b 45 mm
Diámetro primitivo d0 72 mm
Diámetro base db 67,658 mm
Diámetro de cabeza da 78,529 mm
Diámetro de fondo df 65,052 mm
Paso de base tangencial pbt 8,8562
1
Entrecentros teórico a0 79,5 mm
Entrecentros de funcionamiento aw 80 mm
Diámetro activo de pie dA 68,709 mm
Nº de dientes de la contrarueda z 29
Referencia de la contrarueda Plano 002-01
Juego de pie c 0,75
Cota entre 3 dientes W 23,337 mm
Diámetro de bola dm 5,250 mm
Cota entre bolas df 79,431 mm
Calidad del engranaje 7 DIN 3962
Parámetros de generación
Parámetros de definición
Verificación
Parámetro de funcionamiento
